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ABSTRACT
An essential function of autonomic self-managing systems
is to dynamically adjust their configuration and system re-
sources to respond to changing workload demands. This
adaptation can be achieved by searching for an optimal or
near-optimal configuration with the help of combinatorial
search techniques that use analytic performance models to
assess the utility of each configuration evaluated by the search
method. One challenge of this approach is that manual gen-
eration of performance models in autonomic systems may be
impractical or impossible without a priori knowledge of the
system’s functions and detailed architecture. Additionally,
manually building performance models requires skills not al-
ways available. This paper discusses an overall framework
for automatic performance model derivation. Parts of that
framework have been addressed in prior publications by the
authors. The focus of this paper is on a knowledge base that
stores a variety of known performance models and their so-
lutions. The models in the knowledge base range from single
queue to queuing network models. The paper presents an
XML-based language to describe models and solutions in the
knowledge base as well as a method to search for candidate
models that match measurements obtained from operational
systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern computer systems are becoming increasingly com-

plex and dynamic and, consequently, more difficult to model
and manage. Analytical performance modeling aims to ab-
stract much of the system complexity by focusing on the
important system characteristics. However, there are still a
number of impediments to the widespread use of analytical
performance models. First, modeling requires highly spe-
cialized skills by performance engineers who develop mod-
els designed specifically for a particular system. Individuals
with such specialized skills are hard to find, and large or-
ganizations that use multiple computer systems would need
to develop and maintain a separate model for each system,
which is costly.

Second, the dynamic nature of modern computer systems
means that analytical performance models need to constantly
adjust to changing workloads, resource demands and changes

in system parameters, design and architecture. Therefore,
the modeling process needs to be repeatable, dynamic and, if
possible, automated in order to respond to system changes.

Finally, even though models are abstractions of computer
systems, detailed knowledge of the system architecture and
user behavior are considered essential to the modeling pro-
cess. The decision to abstract one aspect of the system while
modeling another is one of the specialized skills of perfor-
mance engineers. When modeling existing operational sys-
tems, such detailed knowledge of the computer system inter-
nals may not be available or easy to gather, possibly because
of the system complexity or the inability to conduct detailed
analysis of the system architecture and user behavior.

To address the difficulty to manage complex and dynamic
systems, system vendors and hosting providers are incor-
porating autonomic capabilities that allow systems to self-
configure, self protect, self-heal, and self-optimize. Such ca-
pabilities are collectively referred to as self-management or
self-* [13]. In autonomic systems, self-management features
are implemented using an autonomic controller whose job is
to monitor, analyze, plan and adapt systems to respond to
their changing environment, such as variable workload inten-
sity and resource utilization. Autonomic systems and cloud
data centers greatly benefit from incorporating analytical
performance models into their controllers. Analytical mod-
els offer performance prediction capabilities and, therefore,
more timely and more efficient resource allocation compared
to static and reactive adaptation techniques.

The thesis we posit in our research is that impediments to
developing analytical performance models in autonomic sys-
tems can be overcome by automating the repeatable steps
taken by performance engineers. More specifically, we dis-
cuss an automation framework for model derivation of oper-
ational systems, which is a bigger challenge than modeling
systems that are still going through the software develop-
ment life cycle. We do realize, though, that full automation
of system modeling is not feasible given the large space of
possible system configurations, system architectures, appli-
cation designs and user behavioral patterns. However, there
is a large number of clues that can be gleaned from an opera-
tional system by observing its behavior through its resource
consumption and operational logs. For example, architec-
tural system composition can be inferred using monitoring
tools and operating system commands readily available in
autonomic systems, such as cloud computing environments.

When modeling an operational system, where few internal
details are available, one might resort to source code recov-



ery techniques, where source code is recovered and analyzed
to determine the application behavior and its impact on the
hardware resources. Another approach is to analyze system
logs and audit traces in order to understand the applica-
tion’s architecture and behavior. Reverse engineering the
source code is intrusive and assumes having proper access
to the application executables and permission to reverse en-
gineer them. On the other hand, system log and audit trace
analysis—although less accurate—is less intrusive while pro-
viding more insight into the system internals than black-box
modeling.

In [3], we introduced a framework for the dynamic deriva-
tion of analytical performance models in autonomic systems,
which is also illustrated in Fig. 1. The framework can be in-
corporated in autonomic systems in order to dynamically
adjust their configurations and system resources to respond
to changing workload demands. The framework uses non-
intrusive techniques to infer a workload model and a system
model (queues and interconnections), which are combined
to produce an analytical performance model without much
user intervention.

In our framework, the system model is identified using re-
verse engineering techniques to determine the architectural
pattern that best matches the system. The workload model
is identified by collecting and analyzing the system and ap-
plication logs. These logs represent the system’s observ-
able behavior, such as arrival rates, system’s concurrency
level, response times and CPU utilization. Depending on
how much can be harvested from the system and applica-
tion logs, our framework determines which overall analytical
model to select (black-box, white-box or the right level of
gray in between). Black-box modeling represents the high-
est level of system abstraction, and it is the least expensive
but least accurate, while white box modeling is the most ex-
pensive but also the most accurate. Performance modeling
is the art of finding the most accurate model representation
of the system at an acceptable cost.

This paper focuses on the design, implementation, and
validation of the Performance Model Analyzer component.
This component finds the best-fit analytical performance
model given the results produced by the Workload Model
Analyzer. The Performance Model Analyzer includes a com-
prehensive repository of performance models and their char-
acteristics. This Analyzer compares the observed features of
the application system with the available performance mod-
els in the repository. It then associates the best-fit analyt-
ical performance model with the corresponding application
model, and passes on that information to the Adaptation
Planner.

The repository of performance models is stored in the au-
tonomic controller’s knowledge base using an XML-based
representation inspired by the XML-based Performance Model
Interchange Format (PMIF) [24]. We chose XML to repre-
sent performance models because XML is human and ma-
chine readable, used by many applications to describe sys-
tem configurations, used to isolate application layout from
its behavior and is generally accepted as a standard data
interchange format. The storage of the repository in a na-
tive XML database speeds up the process of comparing the
system’s observed behavior and workload parameters with
the stored performance model characteristics.

PMIF is a queuing network model interchange format used
to represent system performance model data for the purpose

of moving model definitions between modeling tools [24].
Modeling tools either support the PMIF specification na-
tively or provide an interface to transform their native model
definition format to PMIF and vice versa. PMIF was de-
signed as a standard portable format aimed at representing
performance models whose characteristics and workload pa-
rameters are known. Contrary to the representation in our
knwoledge base, the PMIF representation does not include
solutions to the models it represents. In this context, we
differentiate between techniques used for model specification
and those used for model identification. For the purpose of
our automatic derivation framework, we need to be able to
compare the observable behavior and architectural charac-
teristics of an operational system to a set of standard model
specifications in order to determine the best-fit performance
model. For example, given an inter-arrival distribution and
service time distribution, which of the analytical models in
the knowledge base best approximates the operational sys-
tem’s workload model and system model?

The XML representation used in our knowledge base uses
a subset of the elements and attributes of PMIF 2.0 and its
extensions and adds new elements to it so that it can be
used for model identification.

Based on the results of input and output log analysis, our
framework selects the appropriate workload model and sys-
tem model from the model library and combines them to ar-
rive at a Computed Model (CM) for the application system.
The CM is then solved and compared to the actual system
in order to determine the model accuracy, and whether or
not a more detailed model for the same architectural pattern
should be used [1].

We conducted a number of experiments to evaluate the
framework’s automation capabilities. In this paper, we fo-
cus on the ability of the framework to select the analyti-
cal model that most accurately describes the actual system.
More detailed experiments showing the predictive power of
the CM can be found in [2].

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) A PMIF-
inspired XML representation of analytical performance mod-
els used in the automated model generation process. (2) An
approach for model fitting that takes into account the avail-
ability of operational system logs and uses reverse engineer-
ing techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes our framework for the dynamic derivation of analyt-
ical performance models. Section 3 describes our proposed
XML-based representation of analytical performance mod-
els that is inspired by PMIF. Section 4 describes our model
identification and validation process and algorithm based on
the proposed XML-based model representation. Section 5
discusses some related work. Finally, section 6 presents dis-
cussions and concluding remarks. The appendix shows an
excerpt of the XML schema used in our framework to define
models in the knowledge base.

2. FRAMEWORK
Figure 1 illustrates the framework for the automatic deriva-

tion of analytical performance models within the context of
the MAPE-K loop of autonomic systems [13]. The MAPE-
K loop, or the autonomic manager control loop, stands for
Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute based on Knowledge.
Our framework consists of the following components:
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Figure 1: Automatic Performance Model Derivation

1. Monitoring: In this step, performance-related data is
collected from the various network, operating system,
server, and application logs.

2. Analysis: In this step, the Workload Model Ana-
lyzer extracts possible performance model parameters
by parsing server logs and hardware resource utiliza-
tion logs. Some of the analyzer’s functions include sta-
tistical analysis to determine the best-fit data distri-
bution, data clustering to determine the transaction
classes and system behavioral analysis to determine
the various patterns of interaction between users and
the system using Customer Behavior Model Graphs
(CBMG) [19] and, internally, between system compo-
nents using Client-Server Interaction Diagrams (CSID)
[18].

The Performance Model Analyzer, which is the focus
of this paper, uses a repository of performance models
to find the best-fit analytical performance model given
the results produced by the Workload Model Analyzer.
The Performance Model Analyzer includes three steps:
model definition, model parameterization, and model
validation.

3. Planning: The Adaptation Planner produces adap-
tation plans based on the selected performance model
in order to predict future resource needs or respond to
immediate system adaption needs.

4. Execution: The Effector’s job is to implement the
adaptation plans by adjusting hardware or software
resources as needed.

2.1 Workload Model Characterization
The Workload Model Analyzer’s behavioral analysis com-

ponent was addressed in [4], where we presented an automa-
tion technique for deriving CBMGs, which model the re-
peated sequence of interactions between the user and the
application system. User sessions are identified and ana-
lyzed, and all the repeated sequences are modeled as CB-
MGs, which are then clustered to produce the average num-
ber of visits to each system function, and consequently, the
service demands per system function. We ran a number
of experiments that showed that our approach for deriving
CBMGs is accurate and can be used to estimate the various
system workloads.

In this paper, we assume that the system’s logs have
been analyzed and that statistical analysis, data clustering
and system behavioral analysis have been performed as ex-
plained in [4].

2.2 System Model Characterization

System Decomposition
The Performance Model Analyzer begins by decomposing
the system into individual components, which are modeled
as queues, and determining the interconnections between the
queues. Some system components may or may not be rel-
evant to the final model, and the automated process must
determine whether or not to disregard components depend-
ing on their level of impact on the system performance. It is
also important to determine the system boundaries in order
to separate internal system components from external inter-



faces and determining whether or not the external interface
is an integral part of the system. It is conceivable, though,
that the decomposition may reveal a system component with
no clear interconnections with other components.

Components are divided into three categories when de-
composing the operational system.

1. Hardware servers, i.e., the physical computers or vir-
tual machines on which software applications run. De-
pending on the modeling level, further decomposition
may be needed to determine the devices that make up
the hardware server, such as disks, memory, and CPU.

2. Software servers, such as web servers. application servers,
and database servers. Multiple software servers may
reside on the same hardware server or virtual machine.
At this point, we are only concerned with decompos-
ing the system without determining the structure or
relationship with other software servers.

3. Application modules, such as web services, batch jobs,
and database procedures.

Although our framework limits the system model decom-
position process to these components, fine grained decom-
position is also possible, for example, by further identifying
low-level methods or functions.

The system decomposition process involves parsing two
types of files—log files and configuration files—in order to
identify the software servers and application modules. Con-
figuration files identify the components while log files deter-
mine how often they are accessed or how they are related.
Comparing log files and configuration files help differenti-
ate between internal components versus external interfaces.
Any component referenced in the log files but not in the
configuration files are considered external interfaces.

The hardware server specifications are collected by run-
ning basic non-intrusive operating system commands, such
as the Linux built-in utility lshw, against the set of servers
discovered by parsing the log and configuration files. In ad-
dition, the decomposition process determines how often a
component is referenced, accessed or invoked, which helps
determine the relevance of a system component in the mod-
eling process in addition to its impact on the system perfor-
mance.

System Components Interconnections
The interconnections between system components are iden-
tified using three methods:

1. Hardware Server Decomposition is obtained by parsing
the results of Linux commands, such as lshw.

2. Software Server relationships produce Client-Server In-
teraction Diagrams (CSID) and are obtained by pars-
ing configuration files and access logs.

3. Software Module relationships are identified by pars-
ing access logs and invocation logs and produce a Cus-
tomer Behavior Model Graph (CBMG).

Software Server Deployment on Hardware Ser-
vers
It is also important to determine which software server is in-
stalled on which hardware server or virtual machine. A soft-
ware server is hosted on one and only one hardware server

while many software servers can be hosted on the same hard-
ware server.

Architectural Patterns
In its simplest form, the architectural pattern of any system
can be either a single-queue pattern or a queuing network
(QN) pattern. Our framework models every system initially
as a single queue, and determines whether or not further
decomposition of the system is needed in order to provide a
more accurate model.

As described later in the section 3, an architectural pat-
tern is a set of nodes (system components) and their inter-
connections. If the model is representing the interconnec-
tions between hardware components, the discovery of mul-
tiple CPUs or multiple CPU cores indicates multiprocess-
ing, which can be modeled as a waiting line and multiple
servers. At the software server level, the same pattern of
one waiting line and multiple servers indicates load balanced
servers. The same pattern at the software application level
indicates a Map-Reduce or split-join function. Software ar-
chitectural patterns such as client-server architecture and
service-oriented architectures can also be modeled as a QN.

As mentioned above, the Performance Model Analyzer, in-
cludes a Model Identification engine whose jobs is to analyze
system logs and application and operating system configu-
ration files to find the analytical performance model that
best describes the operational system. The following are
examples of how the Model Identification engine can dis-
tinguish between architectural patterns that are inherently
represented by an open QN model or a closed QN model:

1. Multitier architecture: Look in the server logs and
configuration files for references to multiple software
servers or hardware servers. Look for mappings be-
tween software servers and hardware servers.

2. Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): look for fully en-
capsulated services with service composition, service
discovery, SOAP or REST protocols with payloads in
XML or JSON formats.

3. Online Analytical Processing (OLAP): Look for re-
porting frameworks with business intelligence, ETL,
data warehousing, data mining, data marts and di-
mensional modeling.

4. Batch Processing: Look in the system logs for batch
ETL processes, repeated executions of the same pro-
cess at the same time of the day.

3. MODEL REPRESENTATION AND IDEN-
TIFICATION

As indicated above, our XML model representation is in-
spired by PMIF. The following highlights the major simi-
larities and differences between our XML schema and the
various PMIF extensions:

1. Inter-arrival and service time distributions: We intro-
duced the InterarrivalDistribution element to facilitate
the identification of single queue models. We also in-
cluded ServiceTimeDistribution in the SystemCompo-
nent element for the same purpose. The SystemCom-
ponent element is the equivalent to the Node element
in PMIF.



2. Workload characterization: In PMIF, the various work-
load types and attributes are already identified and the
actual workload intensity values are specified in the
OpenWorkload and ClosedWorkload elements. For our
purpose, we need to automatically identify whether the
operational system includes a single transaction class
or multiple classes, an open, closed, mixed or inter-
active workload. When the workload model is char-
acterized, the XML schema determines which XML
elements and attributes to collect for the correspond-
ing workload type. For example, ClosedInteractive-
MultiClass workload type shares the TransactionClas-
sID, NumberOfJobs and TimeUnits attributes with
the ClosedMultiClass workload type but has an ad-
ditional attribute of ThinkTime. Recognizing that the
operational system includes an interactive user pop-
ulation means that the framework needs to find the
average think time from the operational system’s ac-
cess logs.

3. System model identification: We used the PMIF’s op-
tional Arc element, which is considered redundant in
PMIF because of the Transit element. The Arc (with
its From and To attributes) is a simple and intuitive
mechanism for representing customer-system interac-
tion using Customer Behavior Model Graphs (CBMG)
[19] and system components interaction using Client-
Server Interaction Diagrams (CSID) [18].

4. Model solution formulas and algorithms: For each model
in our framework’s repository, we specify the exact or
approximate formulas and algorithms used to solve the
model. PMIF cannot, and does not need to, be used to
represent model solutions because it relies on the mod-
eling tools’ built-in solvers for that. Remember that
PMIF is aimed at representing a model specification
so that it can be exchanged between modeling tools.

We provide a mechanism for models to be solved auto-
matically (preferably programmatically) without user
intervention even when interactive modeling tools are
unavailable. Our XML schema provides a mechanism
for specifying multiple solution formulas and algorithms
and the name of the exact class or method called (and
in which programming language) in order to execute
the formulas or algorithms.

5. Simple types: We used the same simple types used in
PMIF in anticipation of integrating some PMIF ex-
tensions into our XML knowledge base. We currently
use the same TimeUnitsType and SchedulingType el-
ements as PMIF.

Figure 2 shows our proposed XML schema that is inspired
by PMIF, and listing 2 in the appendix is an excerpt of
the XML-schema. The full XML schema and sample model
definitions from the knowledge base can be found at
cs dot gmu dot edu/˜menasce/KB XML Schema/.

The following is a brief description of the XML classes and
attributes of our XML schema:

• AnalyticalPerformanceModelType: Consists of a
WorkloadModel and a SystemModel

• WorkloadModel: has an element of InterarrivalD-
istribution (Exponential or General) and a workload

type: OpenSingleClass, OpenMultiClass, ClosedSin-
gleClass, ClosedMultiClass, ClosedInteractiveSingleClass,
ClosedInteractiveMultiClass, MixedSingleClass or Mixed-
MultiClass. All Open workloads include transaction
classes with the following attributes:

– TransactionClassID: Uniquely identifies transac-
tion classes and is used to associate a class ID
with a queue ID in order to specify the server’s
service demand per transaction class.

– ArrivalRate, ArrivalUnits, TimeUnits: These at-
tributes tell the automation engine which work-
load attributes are needed from the operational
system in order to solve the system model. The
equivalent attributes for Closed workloads are Num-
berOfJobs, ThinkTime and TimeUnits. Mixed
workloads may include multiple transaction classes
with the corresponding attributes for the respec-
tive transaction class.

• SystemModel: Consists of an ArchitecturalPat-
tern and a ModelSolution.

• ArchitecturalPattern: Similar to PMIF, and archi-
tectural pattern consists of one or more nodes (System-
Components) with optional directional arcs. An Arc
connects FromSystemComponent to ToSystemCompo-
nent.

• SystemComponent: Has a unique identifier and a
name and is described using ServiceTimeDistribution,
NumberOfServers, ServiceDiscipline (which are self ex-
planatory) and ServiceDemandPerClass.

• ServiceDemandPerClass: For each of the workload’s
TransactionClassIDs, ServiceDemandPerClass specifies
the ServiceDemandValue and ServiceDemandTimeU-
nits.

• ModelSolution: Consists of one or more Results.
Each Result consists of one or more Formulas. For
example, listing 1 is one of the results and formulas
for <AnalyticalPerformanceModel Name=”Black Box
M-G-1 Single Queue Model”>:

• Formula: Consists of:

– Parameter: one or more InputParameters and
Metrics grouped in a ParameterList. Parame-
ters in theParameterList can haveConstraints
that are used when solving the model.

– ImplementationCode: Has attributes Program-
mingLanugage, CodeOrFileReference and the ac-
tual Code, which can be the actual solution code,
a reference to a solution subroutine or a reference
to a solver.

– Choice of MathematicalComputation or Al-
gorithmicComputation

– Type: Whether the formula is an Exact, product-
form solution or Approximate

• MathematicalComputation: This is the text of the
solution’s mathematical formula while the actual im-
plementation is referenced in ImplementationCode



Figure 2: XML Schema for Model Identification (Partial)



Listing 1: Excerpt of M/G/1 Model XML Document

<ModelSolut ion Name=”Black Box M/G/1 S ing l e Queue Model So lu t i on”>
<Result ID=”1” Name=”T: Average Response Time”>
<Formula ID=”1” Name=”T Formula 1” Type =”Exact”>
<ParameterList>
<Metric ID=”1” Name=”average response time ”

DataType =”FLOAT” MathematicalSymbol=”T” Type =”Output”/>
<InputParameter ID=”2” Name=”average s e r v i c e time o f r eque s t s ”

DataType =”FLOAT” MathematicalSymbol=”x bar ” Type =”Input”>
<Constra int Name=”average s e r v i c e time con s t r a i n t ” FormulaText=”x bar>0”/>

</InputParameter>
<InputParameter ID=”3” Name=”average a r r i v a l r a t e o f r eque s t s ”

DataType =”FLOAT” MathematicalSymbol=”lambda ” Type =”Input”>
<Constra int Name=”u t i l i z a t i o n c on s t r a i n t ” FormulaText=”lambda∗x bar&l t ;1”/>

</InputParameter>
<InputParameter ID=”4” Name=”c o e f f i c i e n t o f v a r i a t i o n o f the s e r v i c e time d i s t r i b u t i o n ”
DataType =”FLOAT” MathematicalSymbol=”C s ” Type =”Input”>
<Constra int Name=”c o e f f i c i e n t o f v a r i a t i o n c on s t r a i n t ” FormulaText=”C s>=0”/>

</InputParameter>
</ParameterList>
<ImplementationCode Name=”T Implementation Code ”
ProgrammingLanugage=”Math” CodeOrFi leReference=”Code”
Code=”T=findMG1ResponseTime ( x bar , lambda , C s )”/>

<MathematicalComputation Name=”T Mathematical Computation ”
FormulaText=”T=x bar +((( lambda∗x bar ) ∗x bar ∗(1+(C s ˆ2) ) /(2∗(1−( lambda∗x bar ) ) ) ) ”/>

</Formula>
</Result>

</ModelSolution>

• AlgorithmicComputation: This is the text of the
solution’s algorithm while the actual implementation
is referenced in ImplementationCode

4. MODEL IDENTIFICATION AND VALI-
DATION

The Performance Model Analyzer implements a search
process in which the system’s observed characteristics are
used to search the repository of well-known performance
models in the KB to find the best fit model. Including the
model solutions in the repository allows us to automate the
process of solving the model and calibrating it as needed in
order to find the most accurate model at an acceptable cost.

We illustrate now the technique we use to fit an analytic
model by using the KB. Assume for the sake of this ex-
ample that we are interested in single queue models with
c ≥ 1 servers such as in M/M/1, M/G/1, M/M/c, G/G/1,
or G/G/c [17]. For these models, the average response time
T can be expressed as

T = f(λ,Ca, x̄, Cs, c) (1)

where f() is a function of λ (the average arrival rate of re-
quests), Ca (the coefficient of variation, i.e., standard de-
viation divided by the mean, of the interarrival time of re-
quests), x̄ (the average service time of requests), and c (the
number of parallel servers). Using this notation, the func-
tion f() for an M/G/1 queue is

TM/G/1 = x̄+
ρ x̄ (1 + C2

s )

2 (1− ρ)
(2)

where ρ = λ x̄. An approximate expression for M/G/c is
given by

TM/G/c ≈ x̄+
C2

s + 1

2
.

C(ρ, c)

c (1− ρ)/x̄
(3)

where ρ = λ x̄/c and

C(ρ, c) =
(cρ)c/c!

(1− ρ)
∑c−1

n=0(cρ)
n/n! + (cρ)c/c!

. (4)

Our method for fitting a performance model to a model
in the KB is presented below.

• Input: S = {(ti, Ti)}, for i = 1, · · · , n, which is an
ordered set of transaction arrival instants, ti, and their
response times Ti.

• Step 1: Process the set S and compute the average
arrival rate λ as the inverse of the average interarrival
times:

λ =

[∑n−1
i=1 (ti+1 − ti)

n− 1

]−1

(5)

• Step 2: Compute Ca = σa/(1/λ) where σa, the un-
biased sample standard deviation of the interarrival
times, is computed from S as

σa =

√∑n−1
i=1 [(ti+1 − ti)− 1/λ]2

n− 2
(6)



• Step 3: Determine the type of arrival process (Inter-
arrivalDistribution). If Ca ≈ 1 then InterarrivalDistri-
bution = Exponential (i.e., the arrival process is Pois-
son because the interarrival times are exponentially
distributed. This is the case because the exponential
distribution is the only continuous distribution with a
coefficient of variation equal to 1. Otherwise, Interar-
rivalDistribution = General.

• Step 4: Find all models in the KB that have AP as an
arrival process. This can be done using XQuery as in
the example below that retrieves all models in the KB
that have exponentially distributed interarrival times.

xquery version "3.0";

for $x in

collection(’/db/PhD_XML_DB/All_Models?select=

*.xml’)

/An_AnalyticalPerformanceModel

where $x/WorkloadModel/InterarrivalDistribution =

"Exponential"

return <Model>

{$x/@Name}

</Model>

This query would return for example the following sin-
gle queue models.

<Model Name="Black Box M/M/1 Single Queue Model"/>

<Model Name="Black Box M/M/c Single Queue Model"/>

<Model Name="Black Box M/G/1 Single Queue Model"/>

<Model Name="Black Box M/G/c Single Queue Model"/>

• Step 5: Repeat the following sub-steps for each model
m retrieved in the previous step:

– Step 5.1: Determine the set of parameters for
model m from the XML document retrieved for
model m (see e.g., Listing 1 for M/G/1). For ex-
ample, for M/M/1 we need λ and x̄. For M/G/1,
the needed parameters are λ, x̄, and Cs.

– Step 5.2: Divide the input sequence S into n sub-
sequences Si, i = 1, · · · , n and compute the values
of the average interarrival rates, λi, and average
response time, T̄i, for subsequence i.

– Step 5.3: Use an optimization model to estimate
the values of the missing parameters similarly to
what was done by the authors in [16, 2]. We pro-
vide two examples here. Consider first the case
of an M/M/1 performance model; the computed
average response time, Ti, for sub-sequence i is

Ti =
x̄

1− λi.x̄
. (7)

Note that x̄, the average service time, does not
change with the arrival rate λi in sub-sequence i.
The measured average response time in subse-
quence i is T̄i. Then, the error ξi for subsequence
i is Ti − T̄i.

In order to find the value of x̄, we solve the op-
timization problem below, which finds the value
of the average service time x̄ that minimizes the
sum of squared errors subject to the constraint

that the sum of the errors is zero along with the
additional constraints such as the average service
time x̄ has to be greater than zero and the server
utilization λ x̄ has to be less than 1.

Minimize

n∑
i=1

ξ2i (8)

s.t.

n∑
i=1

ξi = 0

x̄ > 0

λx̄ < 1

We show two examples: one for M/M/1 and an-
other for M/G/1. We used as input a sequence
S of 200 values of arrival instants of requests to
a server and the response times for these 200 re-
quests. For M/M/1, the expression for ξi is

ξi =
x̄

1− λix̄
− T̄i. (9)

The result of solving the optimization problem us-
ing a GRG Nonlinear solver yields a value of x̄ =
1.29 and a sum of square errors equal to

∑n
i=1 ξ

2
i =

142.7.

For M/G/1, the expression for ξi is

ξi =

[
x̄+

λix̄x̄(1 + C2
s )

2(1− λix̄)

]
− T̄i. (10)

To solve the minimization problem, we need to
add the constraint that Cs ≥ 0. The solution to
this optimization problem yields x̄ = 1.09, Cs =
2, and a sum of square errors equal to

∑n
i=1 ξ

2
i =

33.98.

• Step 6: Select the model that fits best the data as the
one with the smallest value of

∑n
i=1 ξ

2
i , which in the

case of the example above is the M/G/1 model with
parameters x̄ = 1.09 and Cs = 2.

The example above assumes that there is a closed form
expression for Eq. (1). This is true for single queue models
and for open queuing networks. Awad and Menascé showed
how to deal with this problem in the case of open queu-
ing networks [2]. However, this is not the case for closed
queuing networks, which instead of a closed form expression
for obtaining their solution, have to be solved by computa-
tional recursive algorithms such as in Mean Value Analysis
(MVA) or by iterative algorithms such as in Approximate
Mean Value Analysis (AMVA) [17]. In this case, the func-
tion f in Eq. (1) is computed by executing an algorithm and
the objective function in the optimization problem given in
Eq. (8) does not have a closed form.

However, this does not pose a problem. There are non-
linear solvers that take objective functions whose value is
computed by executing an algorithm. An example of that is
MathWork’s fmincon function
(see www dot mathworks dot com/help/optim/ug/fmincon.html).

5. RELATED WORK
In [24], the authors introduced PMIF 2.0, which is de-

fined and implemented using an XML while its predecessor,



PMIF 1.0, was defined using the Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation/CASE Data Interchange Format (EID/CDIF) and
implemented using LISP [23]. The authors described the
PMIF 2.0 XML schema and the QN meta model on which
it was based, and highlighted its improvements over its pre-
decessor model exchange format. The viability of PMIF 2.0
was demonstrated by exchanging a bank ATM performance
model (with two different workloads) between the model-
ing tools SPE.ED and Qnap. A few extensions to PMIF
2.0 were suggested, which included adding additional service
time distributions, server queuing disciplines and priorities,
among others.

Subsequent publications by the authors of PMIF 2.0 intro-
duced a number of schema extensions including the Experi-
ment, Output and Result extensions, among others. In [25],
the PMIF Experiment schema extension allows modelers to
define multiple model runs using different workloads while
identifying the individual output metrics desired from those
runs. The extension allows for the specification of input
variables with multiple values and output variables that rep-
resent the desired metrics, such as CPU utilization. It also
allows modelers to specify iterations, variable range values,
solution types and final experiment output specifications.
The authors focused on transforming experiment results into
table and chart outputs in .xls and LaTeX formats. The au-
thors implemented a previously published open model exper-
iment using Java and Apache POI to transform results and
to create MS Excel output and XSLT to transform PMIG
to Qnap’s internal modeling format.

In [21], the authors implemented the same workload char-
acterization algorithm described in [19, 18] for the purpose
of generating similar workloads in stress testing tools (i.e.,
load testing) to answer what-if questions. The authors de-
veloped a graphical user interface to aid in producing the
CBMGs and generating stress testing workloads. Although
the authors did not highlight the technology stack used to
implement their tool, we feel that the use of the ELK stack
and Logstash in particular makes our approach more generic
and more efficient. For example, in our experiments we im-
plemented automated log parsing of Apache common log
format as well as combined log format plus Tomcat access
logs with a slight modification of the Grok filter. The use
of Elasticsearch for storing log entries allows for fast search
and processing, which is essential when parsing and ana-
lyzing multiple large log files. Finally, the purpose of our
approach for parsing server logs is to reverse engineer the
systems into their corresponding QN performance models.
This requires that we parse system access logs as well as
other system activity logs. The use of the ELK stack allows
us to use a consistent tool set to parse and analyze system
logs, and derive the corresponding performance model.

In [10], the authors presented an approach for automat-
ically generating component-based performance models for
running Java EE applications. In [12], the authors presented
an automated process for performance prediction in auto-
nomic systems using QNs. They decompose applications
into black boxes, identify queuing models for each black box,
assemble models into a QN model, and produce performance
predictions. The authors focused on the black box identifi-
cation.

Some of the prior work that tackled the parameterization
of analytical models includes [6, 7, 8], where the problem of
estimating known model parameters is treated as an opti-

mization problem that is solved using derivative-free opti-
mization. The objective function to be optimized is based
on the distance between the observed measurements and the
corresponding points derived from the model. The authors
point out that the main problem is determining how to cou-
ple these two sets of points in order to arrive at an objective
function to be minimized. The proposed approach is applied
to a small set of single queue models.

Menascé tackled the issue of model parameterization when
some input parameters of an open queuing network are al-
ready known [16]. The author proposed a closed-form so-
lution for the case when a single service demand value is
unknown, and a constrained non-linear optimization solu-
tion when a feasible set of service demands are unknown.
However, he did not propose a solution when none of the
service demands are known a priori. The approach in that
paper assumes knowledge of the number of stations in the
queuing network.

In [14], the authors presented a survey of performance
modeling approaches focusing mainly on business informa-
tion systems. The authors described the general activities
involved in workload characterization, especially estimating
service demands, and the various methods and approaches
used to estimate it. Some of these methods include gen-
eral optimization techniques, linear regression, and Kalman
filters.

In [9], the authors presented a method for extracting archi-
tecture level performance models in distributed component-
based systems using tracing information and instrumenta-
tion to infer system components, their connections and the
(probabilistic) dependency of their parameters. In contrast,
our approach does not require such knowledge of system
components or their relationships.

In [20], the authors presented an iterative methodology
for building performance models in virtualized environments
with a focus on the I/O function of storage systems. The
method implemented in that paper focused on the storage
component of a particular IBM mainframe system. Our ap-
proach addresses a higher level of system abstraction where
the internal structure of individual servers, such as the stor-
age system, is unknown.

In [11], the authors presented Modellus; a system for auto-
mated web-based application modeling that uses workload
characterization, data mining and machine learning tech-
niques. The work in [5] used Kalman Filters to estimate
resource service demands for the purpose of system perfor-
mance testing. The authors attempted to find the workload
mix that would eventually saturate a certain system resource
in a test environment in order to determine the system’s bot-
tlenecks.

In [26], the authors proposed a method to more accu-
rately match the transaction arrival rates with intervals of
steady resource utilizations. By comparing the service de-
mand measurements at different intervals of steady resource
utilizations, one can continue to improve the service demand
estimates. The Workload Modeler (WLM) tool parses ap-
plication access logs for the sole purpose of finding arrival
rates in order to compare them with server utilization logs.
Our approach performs both syntactic analysis and semantic
analysis by extracting complete workflows from the access
logs. We focus on modeling application systems by analyz-
ing the user interaction with the system and determining
workloads accordingly as opposed to analyzing requests in-



dividually.
In [15], the authors propose an approach based on queuing

networks to represent system configurations. They use sym-
bolic analysis and satisfiability modulo theory (SMT) to find
a model that fits continuous changes in run-time conditions.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a framework for performance model fitting

in which operational systems are compared to a list of known
performance models to find the best-fit model. In this paper,
we focus on the internal structure of the knowledge base
used to store well-known single-queue and queuing networks
models. The knowledge base is used for model definition and
identification (i.e., model fitting). We adopt an XML-based
representation of analytical performance models similar to
the Performance Model Interchange Format (PMIF), but
extended it to support model solutions, in order to support
our automatic model identification framework.
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Appendix
This appendix (see next page) shows an excerpt of the XML
schema for model identification and concentrates on the Model-
SolutionType part of the schema. The complete schema can
be found at
cs dot gmu dot edu/˜menasce/KB XML Schema/.



Listing 2: Excerpt of XML Schema for Model Identification

<xsd : complexType name=”ModelSolutionType”>
<xsd : sequence>

<xsd : element name=”Result ” type=”ResultType ” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
</xsd : sequence>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”ResultType”>

<xsd : sequence>
<xsd : element name=”Formula ” type=”FormulaType ” minOccurs=”1” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>

</xsd : sequence>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”ID” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”FormulaType”>

<xsd : sequence>
<xsd : element name=”ParameterList ” type=”ParameterListType ” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”

unbounded”/>
<xsd : element name=”ImplementationCode ” type=”ImplementationCodeType ” minOccurs=”0”

maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<xsd : cho i c e maxOccurs=”unbounded”>

<xsd : element name=”MathematicalComputation ” type=”MathematicalComputationType ”
minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>

<xsd : element name=”AlgorithmicComputation ” type=”AlgorithmicComputationType ”
minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>

</xsd : cho ice>
</xsd : sequence>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”ID” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Type ” type=”SolType ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”ParameterListType”>

<xsd : cho i c e maxOccurs=”unbounded”>
<xsd : element name=”InputParameter ” type=”ParameterType ” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”

unbounded”/>
<xsd : element name=”Metric ” type=”ParameterType ” minOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded

”/>
</xsd : cho ice>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”ParameterType”>

<xsd : sequence>
<xsd : element name=”Constra int ” type=”MathematicalComputationType ” minOccurs=”0”

maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
</xsd : sequence>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”ID” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”DataType ” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”MathematicalSymbol ” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Type ” type=”ParType ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”ImplementationCodeType”>

<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”ProgrammingLanugage ” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”CodeOrFi leReference ” type=”ImplType ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Code” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”MathematicalComputationType”>

<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”FormulaText ” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>
<xsd : complexType name=”AlgorithmicComputationType”>

<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”Name” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>
<xsd : a t t r i b u t e name=”AlgorithmText ” type=”xsd : s t r i n g ” use=”requ i r ed ”/>

</xsd : complexType>


